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Introductory remarks 
In Heaviside's operational calculus, in particular in the application of this 
operational calculus to partial differential equations, difficulties arise as a result of 
the accurrence of certain operators whose meaning is not obvious. Therefore it 
became necessary to develop a mathematical theory that will justify the process. 
One of these theories, the theory of convolution quotient is due to the Polish mathema-
tician Jan Mikusinski. His theory provides a satisfactory basis for the operational 
calculus, and it can successfully be applied to ordinary and partial differential equa-
tions with constant coefficients, to difference equations, integral equations, and also in 
some other fields. E. Gesztelyi [6] studied the integral representation of linear trans-
formations of the operator field and proved that every continuous operator trans-
formation which is continuous his sense can be realized on the set of continuous 
functions as an integral transformation. But to decide whether an operator trans-
formation is continuous in Gesztelyi's sense is either very difficult or cannot be 
carried out at all. The case when the operator transformation is multiplicative, i.e. is 
an endomorphism, is not any simpler. 
1. Definitions and notations 
Here we give some notations which will be used througouht the paper. Let C i . 
denote the set of all complex-valued functions of a real variable t which vanish if 
t<). and are continuous if t ~A. The set of locally integrable functions with left sided 
bounded support is denoted by CU. The quotion field with respect to the convolu-
tion product 
t 1 
(1.1) fg(t) = ff(t-X)g(X) dx 
o 
is called operator field and denoted by M. In general we follow the terminology of 
Mikusinski's book [11], definitions and notions which are not included in, or are 
different from, [11] are as follows: 
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1.1. Definition. Letj"(?) be an operator-valued function on a real variable ? running 
over the interval A. We callf(l.) continuous iff(}.) has a representationf(l.) = a{f(?, t)} 
wheref(}., t) is continuous on .11 X [0, =); in this case {f(}., tnEC(.!l)CO andf(}·)E 
E C(A)M. The function fO.) is said to be differentiable if there is a representation 
f(l·) = a{f(}·, tn such that of~~, t) exists and belongs to Co for each I.E A; then we say 
thatf(l.)E C1(A)M and 
(1.2) f'(I.) = a {Of~: t)} 
CII(1)M can be defined similarly.f(z) is said to be an analytic operator function in 
domain S if fez) can be expressed by a {fez, tn, where fez, t) E Co for all complex 
z ES, andf(z, t) is an analytic function with respect to the variable z. In this case 
fez) E A(S)M. 
1.2. Definition. An operator transformation F: Mt->-M (Ml is a subspace of 1\;1) is 
said to be Mccontinuous if the operator function F(g(l.)) is continuous; 
F(g(l.)) E V( .!l)M, whenever the operator function g(l.) E C( .!l)M and has values in Mt. 
1.3. Definition. An operator transformation F: Ml-M is called weakly (or sequen-
tially) continuous if p"tj.p in Ml always implies F(plI)->-F(p), where'~ means the 
usual convergence of M (see [5], [11]). 
Two kinds of the integral of operator functions will be used; one of them has 
been defined by Mikusinski (see [lID and the other type is due to Gesztelyi (see [7]). 
1.4. Definition. MX M is defined as the linear space of all ordered pairs (x, y), x, yE M 
with the usual definition of addition and scalar multiplication and with the conver-
gence structure defined in M, i.e. (x", YII) tends to (x, y) iff 
v !::!.v ~. 11 ~ (see [1]). 
Since M is not a topological space with respect to the usual I-type convergence 
(see [4], [12]), MX M is not a topological space either. 
1.5. Definition. T is a linear mapping defined on D(T)cM. The graph G(T) of T is 
the set {[x, T(x)]jxED(T)}. Since T is linear, G(T) is a subspace of MxM. If the 
graph G(T) of T is closed in MtXM1cMXM, then T is said to be closed in M l, 
briefly T is closed. 
T will stand for the set of all weakly continuous operator transformations. 
The notation 11/11 0 for f E CO means 
lIf!l 0= max If(t)1 (Q~O). 
t~ !J 
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2. Notion of the semi-group of transfonnations, foundations 
The set T of linear operator transformations is called semi-group if the fol-
lowing conditions hold: 
(a) y= {TJIX~O, T~ET}; 
(b) D(T,}::;)D(y), for every (X and D(y) is a linear subspace of M; 
(c) T'i+iJ=T(7.T{J on D(T) for IX, fJ~O; 
(d) To=I (lis the identity); 
(e) For each fixed xED(T),T(1.(x) is a continuous operator function with re-
spect to IX in any finite interval [(XI; (X2]C [0; 00], i.e.; T(1.(x)E C([ (XI; (X2])M. 
2.1. Proposition. For each xED(T), T,,(x) is integrable (in the sense of Mikusinski [11]) 
in any finite interval [IXI ; (X2]' 
Let us define the operator transformation A~ by 
1 (2.1) A'l=- (T1j-I). 
YJ 
A'jETandD(A1J)~D(T)foreach YJ>O. By (e), for each fixed xED(T) the operator 
function A'1(x)E C([o, fJDM for 0, fJ>O. An operator is denoted by x'" {J when it is of 
the form 
{J 
( 2.2) X(1., (J= f Tix) dYJ. 
By 2.1 the set of such kind of operators is not empty. Since A 1j E T, 
(J 
A1j(x", (J)= ~ [T1j - I](x". (J)= :) [Try - J] (f T,,(x) dY)= 
" p fi 
= !) f [Try-I](T,.(x)) dy= ~ [f (T'l+,,-T,.)(x) dtJ= 
" (1. 
f3+1j :Z:+1i 
=~ f T.,(x) dy-~ f T .. (x) dy; YJ ' 7) , 
(J " 
on the right-hand side both integrals exist and there is a common function gx from 
Co such that TT(X) = g; I {f(r, tn, where/er, t) is a continuous function in the domain 
[(X, fJ + YJ] X [0, 00). Therefore using the mean value theorem for integrals: 
(2.3) A~(xa., (J)=Tel(x)-Teix), 
where fJ§. 8 1§.fJ+ YJ and (x§. 8 2§.(X+ YJ. Thus when YJ-O by (e) 
(2.4) 
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As mentioned already, A'1(x) is a continuous operator function in (0; 1); therefore 
there exists a nonzero function gxECO such that g:; I {J(YJ, t)}=Aix), wheref(17, r) is 
continuous on the set (0; I)X[O; =). Assuming that timf(YJ, t)=a(t) does exist, then 
7j-+O 
the value of the operator transformation Ao is defined by 
(2.5) 
hence 
Ao=lim~[Tq-I]. 
,,""'0 YJ 
The domain of Ao (the set of all operators x belonging to D(r) for which (2.5) 
is well defined) is denoted by D(Ao). (2.5) unambigouosly defines Ao(x), when it 
exists. Indeed, let us assume that A'I(X)=g:;I{f(17, t)} and Aix)=g-;;I{!(YJ, t)} are 
different representations of A'1(x) in YJE(O; l)for which limf(YJ, t)=a(t)andtim 
7j-""O tr~O l( YJ, t)= aCt). Then by the continuity of the convolution and by virtue of 
gAf(YJ, t)}=gAFcYJ, t)} 
-I A-I A C 11 gx a= gx a 10 ows. 
The operator transformation Ao is said to be the infinitesimal generator of the 
semi-group r. 
2.2. Theorem. The operator transformations T'1 and Ao commute on D(Ao), moreover 
for each xED(Ao) the operator function T'I(x) can be differentiated with respect to 17 
and satisfies 
(2.6) 
for each YJ?:O. 
Proof: If xED(Ao), then, by the definition of Ao and (c), 
(2.7) 1 1 (1) - [T~-'-rt(x)- T,(x)] = - [T=(Trt(x)- I(x»]=T t - (T,]- I)(x) = YJ ' , ., ' YJ'"' , YJ 
1 
=- (T~- I)T,(x)-T,Ao(x)=AoT.(x). 17 'I " , • 
where the limit should be taken as in the definition of Ao(by (c): Ao(x)ED(F». Con-
sequently, THx) is a differentiable operator function, i.e., there exists a representation 
in [;- YJ, ~+ YJ] (where YJ>O arbitrary, but ~- 17?:0) for that 
dTix)= _I{af(~,t)}= -I{li f(~+17,t)-f(~,t)}=T.A(') d ~ a <).1: a m 0 ; 0·1:· !; u" '1""'0 tJ 
It has only to be proved that (2.6) holds for the left-side derivative, too. By (2.5) and 
(c), for r}<O, 
1 1 1 
r; [TH'I-T"]=r; T H V- T-'1]= -17 T<_(_t])[T_'1-I]-T~Ao=AoT<; 
for each xED(Ao) whenever ~+ YJ?:O. 
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From the above proof and (2.5) one can easily get that. 
2.3. Proposition. If xE D(Ao), then n(x)E D(Ao) for each ;~O and T;(x) is differanti-
able with respect to ; in any order. 
2.4. Lemma. If xED(Ao), then 
(2.8) T~(x)-x= r A, T~(x) d'i). 
[) 
Proof. From (2.5) and 2.2 it follows that 
d ( () -1 {af (;, t)} df T<x)=gx ar ' 
where T;(X)=g;l{f(;, tn. Multiplying both sides of (2.5) by gx and integrating from 
o to ;, then 
holds; and taking into consideration (d), from 
If(;, 1)-f(O, I)}~g, J T,A,,(x) d; 
o 
(2.8) follows. 
The next two theorems show the main character of the operator transforma-
tion Ao. 
2.5. Theorem. D(Ao) is dense in D(r). 
Proof. For arbitrary xED(r) by 2.1; 
~ 
=~fTI/(T.-I)(X) d.u-[T.-I](x); 17 ' , 
o 
therefore, for each xED(r), 
J T~(x) d;ED(Ao)· 
o 
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Using the mean-value theorem for integrals and property (e), 
" 1 f T!1(x) d.u- x , 
o 
which proves the theorem, since D(Ao) is a linear subspace of D(r). 
2.6. Theorem. Ao is closed in D(r). 
Proof. Ao is closed if G(Ao) is closed in D(y)x D(y), i.e.; if f"E D(Ao) and f,,-fE D(r) 
(in I.-type convergence) such that Ao(fn)-g in M, then fED(Ao) and g=Ao(f). Put 
f" in (2.8), then by theorem 2.2 
T«f)- f= ( Tu(g) d.u 
o~ 
follows, since TuET:. Therefore 
'] 
An/(f)=~ f Tu(g) d[1-g, 17 . 
o 
whenever 17--0, because of (e), i.e.; fED(Ao) and Ao(f)=g. 
2.7. Let us define the powers of the infinitesimal generator. The operator transformation 
Ao will be defined inductively, as follows: 
Ag= I, A~= Ao and for r= 2, 3, ... 
(2.9) and 
and for xED(Ao) 
(2.10) Ao(x) = lim A~(Ao-I(X»= Ao(A~-I(X». 
~ .... o 
2.8. Theorem. (a) D(Ao) is a linear subspace in D(r), and Ao is a linear operator 
transformation. 
(b) If xED(Ao), then Tix)ED(Ao) for all T:~O and 
dr (2.11) d~r(T;(x»=A~ix)=T;Ao(x); 
, 
(2.12) r-I ~k 1 f Tix)- 1: kl A~(x)=( -1)1 (~-uy-lT,.Ao(x) duo 
k=O • r. 
o 
(c) For each 11 both D(A;) and nD(A;) are dense in D(r), moreover Ao is closed in 
n 
D(F). 
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Proof (a) follows from the definition. (b) is a generalization of 2.3, and 1.3. (2.11) 
can be proved by induction, using (2.6). Integrating both sides of (2.11) from 0 
to ~ we obtain for each xED(A~: 
~ 
(2.13) T.;A~-\x)-A~-l(X)= r T;A~(x) d~. 
o 
By repeated integration of (2.13) and using its reductive character relation (2.12) 
follows. 
In order to prove (c) let us consider Coo(R+-) to be the class of infinite differentiablely 
functions with compact support defined on R+ = {tIO< t< co}. If fPECC;o(R+), then 
for every integer r fP(r1ECO'o(R+), moreover the mapping fP(J.)Tif) is a continuous 
operator function with domain R+- for each/ED(T). Let D(T)oo be the subset of D(T) 
for which gED(r)oo if there exist/ED(r) and fPECoo(R +) such that 
= 
(2.14) g= r~q::().)Tif) d) .. 
D 
Since Ti. E t and the support of rp is compact for each /ED(r) and fPECoo(R+) the 
integral (2.14) does exist and gED(r). Obviously, D(r)oo is a linear space. First we 
show that D(r)oocD(Ao),r= 1,2, .... For sufficientlysmallT~Osuppq:{u-T)c(O,co), 
therefore 
= = 
Aig)=! f fP(fl)[Tu+t-TJ,](f)d,u=! J (C{(.u-T)-fP(p»TuCf)dp.---
o 0 
= 
---- r q::'(p.)Tjf) dp.=Ao(g), 
o 
where the limit should be taken as in the definition of Ao it was treated. Repeating 
the above argument for all gE D(A~) (1'= 1, 2, ... ), we get that 
= 
A~(g)=(-lY f fP(r)(.u)T,,(f)dp., 
hence o 
D(T)ooc n D(A'O). 
n=l 
Now it will be proved that D(T)oo is dense in D(r). Let /E D(r) and be fixed. 
fPnECC;o(R+) is such a function: 
(n if lIE(~+~' ~-~)=I ; J n n2 n n2 n 
fPn(lI)= larbitrarYbut IfPn(lI)l~n if UE(~' ~)-In; 
o otherwise. 
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= 
Then gn= f CPn(u)Tu(f) duED(F)oo 
o 
and gn-f in M. Indeed, T,/j)EC([O, I])M, therefore there exists q,=O, qECO such 
that Tu(f)= q-l {f(u, tn, wheref(u, t) is continuous in [0, I]X[O, co). We shall prove 
that qgn-qfin Co. If e and Q are arbitrary positive numbers, then 
2n -1 
Ilqgn-qfll g= f cpiu)f(u, t) du-qf(t) g;§ 
n -1 I 
;§n-2[m:rx (I CPn(u) I '1If(u, t)11 g)+ m~x (I CPIl(U) I '1If(u, t)1I g)+ 
In In 
2n- 1_n- 2 
+ J (f(U, t)cpiu)-(n-1-2n-2r 1qf(t» du g;§ 
n -l+n - 1 
sincen-l+n-2;§un;§2n-l-n-2 andf(ull , t)-qf(t) almost uniformly by (e). 
Hence D(r)oo is dense in D(r) and, as a consequence of the statement proved 
previously, we have that both D(A~) and nD(A~) are dense in D(r). To prove that 
n 
A6 is closed we might use the method used in the proof of theorem 2.6. 
The proof of theorem 2.8 is complete. 
Remark. The formula (2.12), being similar to the classical Taylor series of the exponen-
tial function, is called Taylor-formula. 
When X is a Banach algebra and B is a bounded operator acting on X into 
X, then the operator function (in the sense of functional analysis) 
(2.15) . = (tB)k T(t)=exp (Bt) = 1+ k~l k! (O;§t<=) 
defines a uniformly continuous semi-group of operators ([8]). By fOrl1:mla (2.12) we 
might guess the same situation whenever B is a (weakly) continuous operator trans-
formation. This is not true generally; (2.12) in our case could also be divergent. 
Consider, for example, the operator transformation Fs: x-sx, which is obviously 
continuous, then there exists a continuous semi-group of operator transformations, 
namely y= {e-}.s/).~O}, the semi-group of translations with Fs=s as an infinitesimal 
generator; nevertheless the series 
1 + l; A n~n (_ 1)" 
11=1 n. 
does not converge in the operator sense. 
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Otherwise, in the case of B= k, where k is a locally integrable function, the 
serIes 
converges in the operator sense, and D(e-J.k)=M. 
When B=D, D is the operation of the algebraic derivation, and then 
T -1 ~ O·Dr ;,- +.c...--
. n=l n! 
(O:§i).< =) 
converges on Co, as can be seen from 
T;.(f)= /+ ~ {( -l)");ntj(t)} {e-lY(t)}, 
n=l ll. 
therefore T;.(.) is a continuous semi-group of transfonnations on Co althought the 
transformations are continuous endomorphisms of M. We prove ([3]) that T;.(.) is a 
continuous semi-group on the set of distributions with half line support, D~. It is an 
open question whether T i.(.) is or is not a continuous semi-group on M. 
It would be a confusion if an operator transformation generated more than 
one semi-group. The following theorem shows that we have no such case in certain 
circumstances. 
2.9. Theorem. If Ao is a linear operator transformation with domain D(Ao), and D(Ao) 
is dense in a linear subset Ml of M, moreover Aa is closed in Ml then Ao is the in-
finitesimal generator at most one continuous semi-group y containing continuous 
operator transformations with domain D(y)=M1• 
Proof Let us assume that Ao is the infinitesimal generator of two semi -groups T.,/.) 
and T,(.). IfjED(Ao) then T,(f)ED(Ao) and the operator function g(t) = Tt -;t(!) 
is continuously differentiable with respect to r, and g'(r) =0. Indeed, F(r)=Ti/) 
is a differentiable operator function, and by (2.7) and the continuity of TfJ. we have 
dTt_,(f) -A r (F(r» I T ( dF(.r) )= dr (}L t-, T t-, dr 
= - AoTr_,T,(j)+ Tr_,AoT,(j)= 0 
since Ao and T t _, commute. Therefore g'(r) = 0 and g(r)ECl([O, t])M imply that 
g(r)=:c, that is, g(r)=g(t)=g(O)=T/f)= T/j). Since D(Ao) is dense in D(r), T//= 
=TrCf) if/ED(r). 
2.10. Corollary. If Ao satisfies the conditions of theorem 2.9, then Ao is not the in-
finitesimal generator of any continuous semi-group being different from that generated 
by Ao and contains weakly (pointwise) continuous operator transformations. 
It is a simple fact, but we should remark that, if there is e>-O such that Tf-l is 
continuous for every {-lE [0, el, then T/l is continuous for each {-l?E0. (The proof follows 
from property (c).) 
6* 
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3. Resolvent, strongly continuous semi-groups 
Let U be a linear operator transformation with domain D( U) and range 
R(U) in M. The transformation Ui.=AI- U is defined also on D(U) for all complex 
numbers I .. Let the range of Ui. be denoted by R(Ui). The resolvent set (2(U) of U is 
the set of all complex numbers i. for which the inverse of Ui. exists and is unique. 
The inverse transformation U,"\"I is called resolvent and denoted by R(I., U). 
The continuous semi-group r is said to be strongly continuous if for each 
JED(r) there is q f-FO, q ~ Co such that qfTr(!) is a continuous parametricfunction, 
qfTT(f)EC [(0,=)] CO and IlqfTT (f)lln;§ Ilgjlln (O;§r<=) for each Q>O with some 
fixedJfECo. (gfis independent of Q and depends only onf.) 
F or the future we need: 
3.1. Proposition. IfJ(u)ED(A) for all uE[O, =), J q;(u)J(u) dll does exist and belongs 
° to D(A), where rp(lI) is a numericalfunction, and if A is a closed operator transforma-
tion in D(A), then 
= co 
A ( J q;(u)f(u) dU)= J q;(lI)A(f(u)) duo 
o 0 
whenever the right side exists. (See [1 ].) 
3.2. Theorem. If r= {TJr~O} is a strongly continuous semi-group of weakly con-
tinuous operator transformations, and the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group 
is Ao, then for each J., for which Re(/.»O, we have 
= 
(3.1) R(I., Ao)(f) = J e-i.u TuC!) du 
o 
where JE D(Ao); moreover 
(3.2) 
for any sequences I.ll for which larg ?'nl;§lXo< ~ . 
Proof Let us consider the following transformation: 
= 
(3.3) R;.(f)= f e- i .u Tu(!) du, 
o 
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where fED(y) and Re(A»O. First it will be shown that (3.3) is well defined for all 
fE D(y). By the definition of the strong continuity we have qjE Co, qjrfO and gjE Co 
such that 
and therefore 
3.4) 
[}n 
qfRfn(f)= J e- i .llqTuAf) du 
o 
or eachfED(y). Indeed, 
= 
A,Rif)=~ J e- i.II(T"';_lI- T,J(f) du= 
v 
= ,. 
= eh;; 1 f e-i'"TlI(f)du-~ f e-i.IIT lI(f) du->-I.Rif)-f=AoRif)· 
,. 0 
Hence R(R;)cD(Ao) and (3.4) is fulfiiled. Let fED(Ao); then TJf)ED(Ao) and 
Rif)eD(Ao). Since Ao is closed in D(r), 
= = 
R;.Ao(f)= J e- i·IIT lI(A o(f» du=A o (J e- i·lIT u(f) du )=AoR;.(f) 
o 0 
holds by 3.1. Comparing this result with (3.4), we obtain (3.1). To prove (3.2) let us 
sonsider the relation 
= 
I.R(I., Ao)(f)-f= I. J e- i·ll(Tzlf)-f) du, 
o 
for fE D(Ao) and Re(/.»O. 
Since {T,Ju~O} is strongly continuous, for any e~O there exists 8(e, Q»O 
such that !iqfT,lf)-qjfll a<e when O§u§8. In this case 
o 
1/·1 f e-allllqfTlI(f)-qffliadu< 1;1 e=sYl+(tgO:o)2, 
o 
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when Re (/.)= a. Let Re (1.)= a>o»O, then 
= 
= 
I},I r e-i·l/i!qfT,lf)-qJ!ii £I du:=§ 
.; 
6 
:=§ IAI J e-UII(!!gj\! £1+ 1\ qjfl D) dll= (Pgfi! £1+ I~ qJ!li D)e-ouY 1 + (tg IX 0)" < oS 
,) 
if a is large enough. 
The proof of theorem 3.2 is complete. 
The next theorem shows some advantages of the representation (3.1). 
3.3. Theorem. R()., Ao)(f)= g(i.) is an analytical operator function for any !ED(Ao) on 
Re(l.»O; i.e.: g(l.)EA(Re(?»O)M. 
Proof Let O<v< = and 
,. 
qfFJI.)(f)= r qfe-i'''T,,(f) duo 
o 
qjF,(I.)(f)EA(Re(i.»O)Co by the strong continuity of {T.Jl/~O}. If Re(i.»O and 
Re(i.+h»O, then 
,. 
t:,. (qfF,.(i.)(f)) = lz-l(qfFp.+ /z) (f)- qfFp.)(f))+ r qje-i·I/TJf)udll= 
'6 
l' 
= J qfTI/(f) U (e-l/h-l)+U) e-i.l/ duo 
o 
Since i ~ (e- lIh -1)+ u i:=§ [h iv2elhl ' when O:=§ u:=§ v, hence 
l' 
,.!:c. (qfF, (I.)(f), D;§ e!Re(i.) '·1 :h i u2e Ihl'. I' :qfTI/(f) i £I du-+O, 
o 
as /i-+O. Therefore 
dR(i., AoKn I' . 
• 
(- u)e-I.lITJ!) du, d}. 
o 
for Re (i.» 0. Repeating the previous argument 
t;:Q 
d"R(i., Ao)(f) j' (-u)"e- i·IIT
,,
(!) duo 
d}." 
o 
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Since qfFP)(f)EA(Re(J.»O)CO for any v>O and its derivatives converge uniformly 
to the derivatives of qfR(J., Ao)(f) in Re(i.»O, we obtain that 
R(i., Ao)(f)E A( Re(i.)> 0 )M. 
It is easy to see the following: 
3.4. Lemma. If i.!, }'2EQ(Ao), JED(R(i., Ao))nD(Ao), then 
(3.5) (R(i.!, Ao)-R()-2, Ao») (f) = (i·2- i.!)R(i.!, Ao)R(i'2' Ao)(f); R(J'l' Ao) 
and R(}'2, Ao) commute; 
(3.6) d"R()d:'o)(f) (-1) "n!(R(i.,A o»II+!(f), 
for n=O, 1,2, ... , JED(R(i., Ao»)nD(Ao). 
3.5. Theorem. Let Ao be a linear closed operator transformation, with domain D(Ao) 
being dense in the linear subspace D(r)c M. The following are necessary for Ao to 
be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi-group with domain 
D(r): for eachJED(Ao) there exist g.rf:Co, q[ECo, q[=r=O such that 
(3.7) 
if Re(i.»O; 
(3.8) I, (R(/' A »)"('J)li -<: I' !, -n ,I qI ., ° " £1= I g[i~ . a 
for each Q>O where a= Re(i.). 
Proof (3.7) follows from 3.2 and 3.3. By (3.1) and (3.6) 
therefore, by the strong continuity, 
q /., . 0 'i =" Ilg 11 ur - 1e- all du= Ilg !I' (r-1)!a- r • I',' dr-!R(- A )(}') : j' I dir-1 I~ "II,n I, £I , ii . In 0 
and now a comparison with (3.6) gives (3.8). 
The conditions (3.7) and (3.8) offer the possibility of defining a new semi-
group on the set D( R(i., Ao») n D(Ao), which is very closely connected with the origin-
al semi-group. Let us assume that (3.7) and (3.8) are fulfilled for some linear closed 
operator transformation AQ• Then in the case of UJ,=i.2R(i., Ao)-U we obtain 
(3.9) 
= k 
F p.,f)= L: kV ' U1(f) 
k=Q • 
(O="V< =), 
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which forms a strongly continuous semi-group on the set DC R(}., Ao)) n D(Ao). In-
deed, using (3.7) and (3.8) we could show that 
converges uniformly with respect to v in any finite interval [0, a]. From (3.9) it follows 
that for Re(l.»O, Re(p,»O 
UJ"c}., f)=F,(I.;)UJf). 
Assuming that (3.7) and (3.8) hold, we have 
!lqfC}'R(}., Ao)(f)-f)!1 g= IiqfR(I., Ao)Ao(f) 11 g=O(II·\-I) 
when JI.\-- 00, therefore Uif)--Ao(f) as JI.\-- 00. 
3.6. Theorem. If {Tju~O} is a strongly continuous semi-group of continuous linear 
operator transformations, Ao is its infinitesimal generator and U;.=1.2R(I., Ao)-I.J, 
then 
(3.10) 
isa strongly continuous semi-group on the set D(R{}., Ao)) nD(Ao)= D(F~:) . 
D(F~:) is dense in D({TrJ) and for any fED(F~:) 
F~:(f)--T,(f), 
as 11.\-- 00, uniformly with respect to v in any compact subset of [0, 00]. 
Proof. By 2.5, D(F::) is dense in D({TlID. If F~(f) converges, as \1.1 --=, then F~(f) 
--T,.(f) ; indeed, 
,. 
F~:(f)-f= J F,P;.(f) dll 
o 
and by the previous argument 
,. 
/' 
T,.(f)-f= J TuAo(f) dll 
o 
holds. t v(' ) is a semi-group with the infinitesimal generator Ao, hence Tv = Tv by the 
theorem of unicity. 
Now we are going to show that F~:(f) converges) for each 
fED(R(}., Ao») nD(Ao)· 
By (3.1) we obtain 
= 
(R(I., Ao»)"(f)= (n~ I)! J une-}. lIT u(f) du 
o 
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for Re (/,»0, n= 1, 2, .... Hence 
= 
i. _ -i.\' """ ~ . -i./I k ...L -i.v _ 
( 
= (")k 1 J' ) qfFr(f)-qf e k::t k! (k-l)! e II TJ,D du I e f-
o 
Thus 
= 
qfF::(f)= f K(I., u, u)qfTuCf) du+e-i''jqf' 
o 
where 
= f K(I., u, u) qfTuCf) du-+qfTrCf) 
o 
The kernel function K(}., u, u) has the following properties: 
(I) K(/., u, u)§:O when I., u, ZgO; 
:;-.::: 
(ll) r K(I., u, u) du= l-e- i.,. 
'6 
Because qfTv(f)EC([O, =»)CO, it follows that 
G(j3, ")~ f'llq/T,(j)-q T,,(j)il a du~o(jp-"I I. 
v 
Hence we should show, using (II), that 
= J K(}., u, u)lIqfT,(f)-qj T/I(fI)11 D dll-+O 
o 
when 11./-+ =. 
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The proof of this assertion might be taken from [8]. We should recognize that 
he uniform convergence with respect to u follows from the strong continuity. 
3.7. Corol/my. In theorem 3.6 we should have assumed only the weak continuity of 
the operator transforn1ations. 
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3.8. Corollary. (Theorem of unicity) If Ao is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semi-group which contains weakly continuous operator transformations, 
then there exists no other strongly continuous semi-group with the infinitesimal 
generator Ao• 
Comments. The converse of theorem 3.5 and 3.6 would be more interesting. In the 
classical theory of semi-groups this problem leads to the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions due to Hille and Yosida. In the theory of operator transformations it cannot 
be realized generally. This arries from the fact that, if F is a continuous mapping 
from a Banach space X into X, then I1 Ffli <: Ciifll, with some constant C, and in the 
operator field there is no norm with respect to the usual convergence. 
In some cases this bar can be left out; for instance, when Ao=Fc: x-ex. 
Now \ve get the bounded logarithm defined by L. Mate ([9]). In this case the strong 
continuity of the semi-group implies the boundedness of the logarithm in Mate's 
sense, and the Hille-Yosida theorem holds: (3.7) and (3.8) form necessary and suf-
ficient conditions to the boundedness of a logarithm, and also to the strong continuity 
of the semi-group. The logarithm w is bounded in Mate's sense when for each 1.>0 
there exists fE Co, f ,=0, such that !!fexp( -I.w)l! .Q-;§ UI\ [.I; in our case w is bounded 
logarithm if w generates a strongly continuous semi-group, that is, for Re(}.»O there 
existf,gECo,f,=O such that !!fexp(-l.wF.Q-;§ \jgll [.I' Obviously our bounded loga-
rithm is more general than Mate's but not too much. We might apply the argument 
of JVJdte without any modification ([9]) and obtain the following: Ao= F,,: x-wx, 
generates a strongly continuous semi-group if and only if there exist fE Co, gE Co, 
(f ,=0) such that 
~ f(R()., Ao))"(x)E Co 
X' 
(for Re (}.) > 0) 
and 
~f(R()., AO»"(XY -;§ jig!! D 
x I n 
(for Re (}.»0). 
Describing by term lV, we obtain Mate's conditions: 
( 
) \k 
(a) -, -'-)fECO; 
I.+W 
I. !.( , ")k b •. -,-( )!i ).+ W (for Re (}.»0, Q>O). 
We should remark finally that formula (3.10) gives an assymptotic procedure 
to construct bounded logarithm, since in this case U;. is an operator transformation 
of type Fc' 
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4. Cauchy-problem; application of the transformation semi-group 
Every exponential function represents a continuous semi-group of transfor-
mations which could easily be verified by the definition. They can be applied to solve 
partial differential equations ([4], [5], [11]). Here we deal with some similar kinds of 
questions studying "transformation-differential" equations. (It might be a partial 
differential equation.) Let us formulate a so-called "abstract Cauchy-problem". U is 
a given linear operator transformation with domain D(U) and range R(U) inM. More-
over, given xoED(U), a fixed operator; and we should find an operator function 
y(l.) = y(l., xo) satisfying the following: 
(i) y(i.)EC1«0, =»M; 
(ii) for each 1.>0 y(l.)ED(U) and 
(4.1) y'(/.)= U(y(i.»; 
(iii) y(l.)-xo if 1.-0. 
The third condition could determine the CP's describing 'what kind of convergence 
is taken into consideration. We have CPj if y(l.)E C1([0, =))M and .1'(0)= xo: CP2 if 
y(J.)EC1«0, =»M and y(i.)=a{y(i., t)} with {y(/., t)}EC1«0, T»)CO, and :y(I., t) 
- a-1xoi! £1-0 for all Q>O as i.-O, and finally CP3 : when y(i')lI-xo in jl1 whenever 
1.
1I
-O. Remark. If U=Fc : x-ex, then CP1 can be solved and the solution is the 
exponential function y(i.) = xoei.c, provided c is <1 logarithm in .Mikusillski's sense. 
If c is a bounded logarithm, then the solution y(i.) = xo/·c is a bounded operator 
function (see for more detailluter on). If U = D,D is the operation of algebraic deriva-
tion, then for all xoED" (the set of distributions with leftsided bounded supports) 
the solution is TQ(xo) ([3]). If xoE M is an arbitrary operator, then TQ(xo) is a solution 
of the problem in a weaker sense, and works as a sequentially continuous (in II .-type 
convergence - see [3]) operator function. 
We are going to find the solution of CP in a special class of the operator 
functions. 
4.1. Definition. y(i.) belongs to the class B(Il)(M) if y(i.)E CI/([O, =])M and there exist 
fE C°,f FO and gE CO such that 
!\fv(i)(i.) £1:;'§ g £1 (I.~O, Q>O) 
for i= 0, 1, ... 11. (Here f and g may depend on y(i.), but are independent of Q). 
Obviously, if k<ll, then B(Il)(M)cB(k)(M). We have defined the class B(n)(M), 
since it is desired to use the method of the Laplacc transformation. 
4.2. Lemma. If y(u)E B(Ol(M), then 
L()" v)= J e-rUy(u)dll 
o 
exists, for Re(v)~Qo>O and L(y, v)=O implies Y(ll) = 0. 
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Proof. By the definition of B(O)(M) we have 
ilg =, e-UVv(u) dull ~f~-Re (UV)llgy(u)11 du~ II/I!!) ij • I1 I. Q Re (v) , 
I '6 ,I!} 0 
therefore the above integral exists. If L(y, 1')=0, then 
= = J gy(u)e- UV du= { J Y(lI, t)e- UV dU}= 0, 
o 0 
hence y(u, r)= 0 for almost all u with fixed t, which implies y(u, t)= 0 for fixed t, 
and therefore y(u, t)=O for all u, t~O. 
F or further investigation we need the following assertion: 
4.3. Lemma. Let U be a linear operator transformation with domain D(U), closed in 
A, D( U) is dense in the linear subspace A of M. Moreover U can be extended from 
D(U) to A, i.e.; for any xEA, if we take xllED(U), Xll-+X and then U(Xll)--U(X) 
independently of the choice of the sequence Xn• Let us assume that y(u)ED(U) (for 
'Y.~ 1!~fJ and 'Y.= - =, fJ= = are possible) and 
{YCU) duE A 
then ~ 
I' 
and 
J y(u) duED(U) 
~ 
(4.1) 
n 4 
J U(y(u» du= U ( J Y(lI) dU). 
The proof immediately follows from the definition above and the properties 
of the Stieltjes integral of operator functions ([1], [7]). 
Now CP l will be examined. IBlD(U) stands for the set of all operators which 
are in the form 
" J y(z) dz 
11 
(v= = is also possible), where u~O, Y(Z)ED(U)nB(ll(M) for z~o. 
4.4. Theorem. Let U be a linear operator transformation on D(U), extendable from 
D(U) onto IBlD(U) and closed in IBID(U). Moreover, assume that Q(uj contains a 
right halfplane, i.e. there is 0'0>0 such that {Re(z)~O'o>O}cQ(U). Then in B(l)(M) 
there is at most one solution of CP! related to the equation 
(4.2) y'(z)= U(y(z» 
with the initial condition YoED(U). 
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Proof It is sufficient to show that the theorem holds in the case of Yo= 0, and then 
y(z)=O. Assume that y(z)EB(l)(M), Yo=O, and satisfies equation (4.2). The integrals 
and 
v f e-PZy(z) dz 
. 
u 
v J -PZU(y(z)) dz 
u 
exist. By virtue of (4.2) and lemma 4.3 
v v v J e-PZy'(z) dz= J e-PZU(y(z)) dz= U (J e-PZy(z) dZ) . 
U II 11 
Integrating on the left hand side by part, 
v 
e-"Py(v)-e- lIPy(u)+p J e-P=y(z) dz 
1I 
follows. Hence, in limit relation, by 4.3 and y(z)EB(l)(M): 
U(L(y, p ))= pL(y, p) 
for all Re(p)~ao>O. Since {Re(p)~ao>O}ce(U) it follows L(y,p)=O. Lemma 4.2 
concludes the proof. 
One can easily see that the semi-group theory of transformations and CP are 
closely related. It is obvious that, when YoED(Ao) and Ao is the infinitesimal generator 
of the semi-group, then T~(yo)= y(z, Yo)= y(z) is a solution of CPl. Comparing this 
with 4.4, we obtain: 
4.5. Theorem. T=(yo) is the unique solution of CPI related to (4.2) in B(l)(M), if U 
is the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous semi-group {T=/z~O} and 
satisfies the conditions of theorem 4.4. 
There is a natural way to generalize CP=Cpl in a higher order 11. Given a U 
linear operator transformation with D(U)cM, R(U)cM and Yo, YI')'z, ... y,,_IED 
(U). Find the operator function y(z) = y(z, Yo, ... , Y,,-l) which satisfies: 
(i) y(z)EC,,«O, =))M; 
(ii) y(k)(z)ED(U,,-k), Un-k(y<k)(z))ECI«O, =))M 
for k=O, 1, ... (n-l) and 
(4.3.) y(n)(z)= un(y(z)) for z>O; 
(iii) y<k)(Z) __ yk if z--o. 
The third condition gives the possibility of defining, as already mentioned, different 
kinds of cpn's : CP~, CP~ and CP~. 
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We could define IB"D(U) similarly to IB1D(U) by replacing B(1)(M) by 
B(n)(M), and using the. same Laplace method as in theorem 4.4 we obtain: 
4.6. Theorem. If U is a linear operator transformation on D(U), extendable from 
D(U) onto IB"D(U), closed in IBnD(U), andQ(U) contains a right half plane, then the 
CP~ related to (4.3) with initial conditions YD> ... , YIl_IED(un) has at most one 
solution in B(n)(M). 
The cpn also has relation with the semi-group theory in the case of ll> 1. 
While in the case of n= 1 U should be an infinitesimal generator if n> 1, 
U,rjU, ... ,rjn-IU 
should be infinitesimal generators, where rj=exp (2:-d/n). 
The operator transformation U is said to be bounded on B(U)cD(U) when 
for each gEB(U) there exist pECo, qECO (q;;:::O) such that Ilqun(g)lln:§ liplln, 
(11=1,2, ... ). 
4.7. Theorem. If U satisfies the conditions of theorem 4.6 and is bounded on B(U)c 
cD(U), then for any initial system Yo, ... , Y,,_IEB(U) the CP;' related to (4.3) has 
only one solution in B(U) and can be represented by 
11-1 -:>; zmll-rk 
(4.4) y(z,Yo,·· ·,y,,-I)= ~ ~ ( k)l U"l1I(Yk)· 
k=O :1/=0 nm+ . 
The proof immediately follows from 4.6, and y(z)EB(n)(M) implies the con-
vergence of (4.4). 
We remark if U= Fk :x-+-kx and k is a locally integrable function, then B(U)= 
= M. Now we present a theorem which gives an other type sufficient condition for 
solving CP~. 
4.8. Theorem. If I/U is the infinitesimal generator of some strongly continuous semi-
group for each k(k=O, 1, ... (n-l» where i)=exp (2'7i/n) and 
YoED(U"), yIED(U")nR(U), ... , y"ED(U")nR(Uk), ... 
for k= 1, 2, ... , (n-I), then CP;' can be uniquely solved in B(n)(M) and 
n-l 
(4.5) y(z)= ~ S(z, r/U)(a i), 
i=O 
where S(z, I/U) is the semi-group generated by i/U and ai is the solution of the system 
(4.6) 
where Ck= U(h)· 
,,-I 
~ l/ka;=ck 
i=O 
(k=O, 1, ... (n-l», 
Proof Since 1/ ;;:::17 i if i ;;:::j, det I I/k I ;;:::0 and (4.6) can be solved. The CP;' can be 
solved with initial conditions a7=i7 ik Uk(a i) (k=O, J, ... (n-l)), and (2.11) shows 
that the solution is S(z, rjiU)(a;). Therefore 
11-1 
(4.7) ~ S(z, rjiU)(a i)= y(z) 
i=O 
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is a solution of CP;' whenever {aJ are choiced sufficiently. Taking the derivative of 
(4.7) and substituting z=o we get 
(4.8) (k=O, 1, ... (n-I». 
Since YkED(un)n R(Uk), there is a ckED(Uk) such that Ck= Uk(Yk); hence the solu-
tion of (4.7) is a solution of(4.8). By the assumption, 8(z,r/U) is strongly continuous, 
y(z)EB(nl(M), which completes the proof. 
Finally let us mention the case, when there are i's, that r/U does not generate 
a semi-group. p is said to be the degree of freedom of Cpn if there are exactly p trans-
formations among r/U (i=0, 1, ... , (n-l» which generate semi-groups. It is ob-
vious that p the number of initial conditions which can be given "arbitrarily". 
4.9. Theorem. Let p be the degree of freedom of CP~. If 
YiED(un)nR(Ui) (i=0, 1, ... , (p-I», y(z)EB(p)(M), y(k)(O)= Yk 
(k=O, 1, ... , (p-1» and y(z) is a solution of CP;' with initial values Yo, ... , Yp-I' 
... , YII_I and U satisfies the conditions of theorem 4.6, then it is sufficient and 
necessary for y(z)EB(n)(M) that 
(4.9) (j=p, ... , (n-l», 
where {ak } is the solution of the system 
(4.10) Yr=urC~, l)rikak ) (r=O, I, .. . ,(p-I», 
where 1)= exp (2ni/n) andl)ikU generates a semi-group for k= 1, ... p. Proof Since 
U satisfies the conditions of theorem 4.6, there is only one solution in B(II)(M). If 1/' 
l) i1 U generates a semi-group, then y;t{z)=8(z, 1) i, U)(a,) is the solution of CP;' with 
P 
y(z)= ~ 8(Z,I/'U)(ak ) 
k=J 
is a solution of cr', then (4.9) and (4.10) follow from (4.6). Conversely, if (4.9) and 
(4.10) are fulfilled, theny(z) is a solution ofCP". Since the solution ofCpPis unique 
the solution of cr is, too. 
We remark that in the case 11= 2, if U and - U generate semi-groups, then U 
actually generates a group and the solution with initial values Yo, .1'1 will be 
1 
y(z) = "2 (8(z, U)(Yo+ x)+ 8( - z, U)(Yo- x» 
where U(x) = YI. (The solution is independent of the choice of x.) 
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Summary 
In a previous paper [in (2)] we gave a method to construct new type of operator transforma-
tions with domain M, the whole operator field. This paper deals with another version to deal with 
operator transformations that have domain possibly only a proper subset of the operator field. Here 
the main idea of the semi-group theory of transformations, due to Hille, Yosida and Phi/lips, will be 
adapted to the set of linear operator transformations. 
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